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is a \transverse-tracefree" (TT-)tensor. The conformalmethod rests
on two identities.














;  > 0: (5)




























 ;  > 0: (7)








































. Combining these facts we can make the following
observation: Suppose K
ij
is a TT-tensor with respect to the metric h
ij
.
















































satises Equ. (2). Thus, solving the constraints (1,2)
amounts to choosing a `background metric' h
ij
, nding a TT-tensor K
ij
with respect to h
ij








We will need global conditions in order for the above program to go
through. The two cases of greatest interest is, rstly, the case where

 is





) to be dened on  =

. Depending on the global conformal
nature of h
ij
, the sign of

K and on whether 
ij
is zero or non-zero, there is
an exhaustive list of possibilities [3] for which Equ. (11) can be solved.
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) is asymptotically at. This




 nK consists of a
nite number of asymptotic ends. An asymptotic end is a set dieomorphic
to R
3
n B, where B is a closed ball. Furthermore, in the coordinate chart














































); : : : for a few derivatives. Since we
require

K = const, it follows that

K = 0.
Now the problem of solving the constraints takes the following form: One











). One then has to solve Equ. (11) with

K = 0 and the boundary
condition that ! 1 at innity.




) to be dened on a





 are now replaced by a nite number of points 

2 , which we call




















+ : : :); (14)
where Æ








K = 0. Let h
ij
be a smooth metric on  and K
ij
be
smooth on  except, perhaps, at the points 














being Riemann normal coordinates centered
at 

. Then a solution  of Equ. (14) behaves like 1=r near 

. If a positive
























For the conditions under which  > 0 exists, see e.g. [4].
2 The Gauss law constraint of electromagnetism
Before turning to the methods for obtaining TT-tensors, it is very instructive
to use, by means of analogy, the equation





on a Riemann 3-manifold (; h
ij
), that-is-to-say the Gauss constraint of elec-
trodynamics. This, like the TT-condition, is an underdetermined elliptic










2 R (k 2 R
3
; k 6= 0) (16)
4 R. Beig
is onto. (The symbol map is essentially the Fourier transform of the highest-






























We will thus again take  to be compact, imagining that we are either in the
cosmological case or that  is the conformally compactied, asymptotically
at 3-space

. Our rst point is to show two dierent ways of solving (15).
To describe the rst one, which is the analogue of the \York method" for
solving the momentum constraint, we observe that the gradient operator
grad, sending C
1
-functions on  to 
1
(), the 1-forms on , is (minus)
the formal adjoint of div under the natural L
2
-inner product on (; h
ij
). It
is thus, on general grounds (see Appendix on Sobolev Spaces and Elliptic





() = grad (C
1
())  ker div; (18)
and this decomposition is orthogonal in the L
2
-sense. Furthermore the second
summand in (18) is innite-dimensional. The relation (18) tells us how to


















= div grad ' = ': (20)
Since the left-hand side of (20) is a divergence, it is orthogonal to ker. Thus

 1
div ! exists. Consequently, E
i
can be written as
E = [1  grad (div grad)
 1
div]!; (21)
and this is the general solution of (15). The Equ. (21) is a special case of the
way to solve an underdetermined elliptic system. It has the feature that it is
non-local, since it involves the operation of taking the inverse of div grad.

















E = rot 
solves Equ. (15). Is this the general solution? The answer is: yes, up to at most
a nite-dimensional space, namely the harmonic 1-forms, i.e. the elements
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of 
1




  grad div. More specically
we have







= ker rot \ ker div. The relation (23) gives a rene-
ment of the decomposition (20). Stated in a more fancy way, the decom-





() is isomorphic to ker
H
. Let us for simplicity assume that
ker
H
is trivial. In Wheeler's words [6] we assume that there is no \charge
without charge". This will for example be the case when (; h
ij
) is the stan-
dard 3-sphere. More generally, this is the case when (; h
ij
) is of constant
positive curvature (Exercise: prove this). This implies the following: Let E
i
be an arbitrary solution of Equ. (15), and S   be an arbitrary embedded




















to become singular. Then Equ. (24) will in general no longer be
valid, and E = rot  will no longer be the general solution to Equ. (15).
Suppose for simplicity that  is dieomorphic to the 3-sphere. If there is
just one puncture 
1
(not to be confused with 
1
()!), then (24) is clearly
still valid, whether S endores 
1





. Then, either S does not enclose either of them in
which case (24) is valid or it does, in which case (24) can not be expected to









in the latter case, constitutes a 1-parameter class of obstructions to the ex-
istence of 
i
such that E = rot . (Of course, Q depends only on the ho-
mology class of S, not S itself.) It is thus desirable to split the general E
with div E = 0 as a sum of one of the form E = rot  and a set of elds
parametrized by Q. Imagine this latter set of elds to be distributions which
are orthogonal to elds in the rst summand. Thus these will be of the form
E = grad ', and
div grad ' = ; (26)




and has to satisfy
Z









where Æ is the Dirac delta distribution. If ' is the solution (unique up to
addition of a constant) of Equ. (27), E = grad ' and the normal to S points
towards 
2
, then Equ. (25) is fullled.
Let us be more specic. When (; h
ij
) is the standard 3-sphere, it can
be imagined to be the 1-point conformal compactication (conformal com-





 (which in turn can be viewed to be a standard t = const hyperplane














viewed as a point where the eld becomes singular and 
2
as the point-at-
innity. (In the gravity case, of course, singularities do not make good sense,
sp all punctures will play the role of points-at-innity. That this is possi-








































charge Q sitting at the origin.
The above situation can be slightly generalized. Let  be an arbitrary
distribution on  such that
Z

dV = 0: (31)
In particular  could be a smooth function. Then, if there are no harmonic






is of the form
E = rot + grad '; (33)
where
div grad ' = : (34)
The second term in Equ. (33) could be called the generalized Coulomb eld
corresponding to the source  or, alternatively, the \longitudinal" solution of
Equ. (32).
3 The momentum constraint
We will now turn to the gravity case, i.e. the momentum constraints. The
solutions originally due to Bowen and York (resp. our generalization thereof)
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will turn out to be close analogues of the Coulomb eld (resp. the generalized
Coulomb eld), as described above. When (; h
ij
) is again taken to be stan-
dard S
3




there will be a 10-parameter set of




= 0, K = 0, so that, under stereographic
projection relative to 
1
, the TT-tensor on punctured R
3
corresponding to
the longitudinal solution of the inhomogeneous TT-condition on  contain
exactly the ones written down by Bowen and York. How does the number 10
enter here? In the Maxwell case we had 1, which was the null space of grad,
which in turn is the adjoint of the operator div. In the gravity case 10 arises
as the null space of the adjoint to the operator div, acting on symmetric,
trace-free tensors, namely the conformal Killing operator. This null space, in
turn, is the space of conformal Killing vectors, which has at most 10 dimen-
sions on a 3-manifold. We now have to explain these things in more detail.
We again take (; h
ij







= 0; K = 0 (35)











is an arbitrary symmetric, trace-free tensor on (; h
ij
) and L is





















(not to be confused with the conformal Laplacian L
h
) which is (-1/2 times)
the adjoint of div. Hence, in order for K
ij
to be in the null space of div, we
have that
div Æ LW = div Q: (38)
The operator on the left in Equ. (38) is elliptic with null space consisting of
conformal Killing vectors (Proof: Contract with a covector  and integrate
by parts!). Thus, in complete analogy to Equ. (21) in the electromagnetic
case (15), the general solution K
ij
of the TT-condition, Equ. (35), is given
by





is an arbitrary symmetric, trace-free tensor. The above procedure
works for an arbitrary (; h
ij
) with  compact. It would also work if  was
asymptotically at (see e.g. [7]). We now again ask the question as to whether
there is a more explicit method for nding TT-tensors where (35) is solved
\by dierentiation" rather than \by integration", as in Equ. (39). There is a
positive answer, but only in the case where (; h
ij
) is (locally) conformally
at. Luckily, this comprises many of the IDS's which are currently in use by
the numerical relativists, as we shall describe in Sect. 5. The necessary and
8 R. Beig
suÆcient condition [8] for h
ij














be zero. Note that H
ij
is always symmetric, trace-free. Also, as a consequence
of the Bianchi identities, it is divergence-free. Thus H
ij







vanishes, it follows that the operatorH
ij
,




, is a (third-order) partial dierential
operator mapping symmetric tensors `
ij
(we take them also to be trace-free)
into tensors which are TT with respect to h
ij
. We refrain here from writing
down the operator H
ij







(`) is the general TT-tensor. The answer,
given in [9], is again \yes" up to a nite dimensional set of \harmonic TT-
tensors", i.e. symmetric, trace-free tensors `
ij







(`) = 0. What is the condition for the absence of such harmonic
TT-tensors? In allusion to Wheeler [6] we might describe this situation by
the absence of \momentum without momentum". It is shown in [9], that
this condition is exactly that, for any 2-surface S embedded in  and any















for all TT-tensors K
ij








which is the analogue of the Maxwell equation (32). It would be nice to have
a very clear geometrical motivation for our expression for j
i
, but we have
to leave that for future work. The proposal is that j
i
depends on a \charge





















































R. It is important that Equ. (42) behaves naturally








. This is the case

































Suppose we have an open region 
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where














































The bilinear form X has an important geometrical meaning. Recall that the
CKV's span a vector space W of at most ten dimensions. (The dimension ten
is reached when  is simply connected, in which case the general CKV 
i
can
be characterized by the values of 
i















, the so-called \conformal Killing data" [10].) The
Lie commutator of vector elds on  induces a Lie algebra structure on W.
The form X(; ), for  and  both CKV's, is nothing but (1/3) times the
Killing metric (see App. B of [11]). One can check by explicit computation
that
X(; ) = constant on ; (47)














So, similar to the Maxwell case,  can not in general be a distribution con-
centrated at a single point. Rather, when 




dV = 0: (49)
Equ. (50) is the necessary and suÆcient condition in order for Equ. (42), with
j
i
given by (43), to have solutions. Note that, when dimW is 10, the Killing








becomes unique when we require K
ij






It remains to solve the elliptic equation
div Æ LW = j(): (52)
The most important case is again where (; h
ij







To write down explicitly the 10-parameter set of solutions, it is convenient to
send 
2
to innity by a stereographic projection. Then we have again Equ.
10 R. Beig






































(x) = (x; x)P
i






















































































=r. The constants P
i
in (58) play the role of the linear ADM-
momentum at r = 1 and the S
i





are conserved under time evolution. If we had sent the point

1



















under Kelvin transform. The role of the constant C is
less clear. It was used in [4], to construct IDS's which have future-trapped
surfaces. The constant C does not correspond to a conserved quantity.
If K
ij
was a sum of the expression in (58) and that in (59) the physical






We now come to the technical result of this section. Suppose (; h
ij
) is










; R = const. (62)
Suppose, further, we know a function (distribution) G satisfying
G = : (63)




Then there is an explicit expression for W
i
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For an outline of the proof, see [12]. It is easy to check that, when  is at
R
3
,  =  2Æ(x) and 
i
runs through (54{57), the K
ij




as in Equ. (64), reduce to (58{61).
4 Boosting a single black hole
In this section we present a simple perturbative calculation which should
serve as a check whether the \boost-type" extrinsic curvature (58) gives a
sensible result for the full IDS. We assume that (; h
ij
) is a standard three-




being south and north pole, respectively. The K
ij
in (14) should be the one
turning into (58) after stereographic projection. When K
ij
vanishes and the
three-sphere has radius 1=m, the unique solution to (14) gives rise to the
Schwarzschild solution of mass m. After stereographic projection the three-






, punctured at the origin.









is, as is well-known,




By the conformal invariance of the York procedure we can of course also start
from at, punctured R
3













given by Equ. (58), and  should go to one at innity and have




becomes asymptotically at both




















For  we make the ansatz
 = 1 +
m
2r
+  ; (68)
where  should vanish at r = 1 and be regular near r = 0. We only keep
terms quadratic in P
i



























































near r = 1. While the constant m is only a formal parameter, the true
\observables" are the ADM-energies at the two innities. The ADM energy
M at r =1 is given by




















































































































































Recall that with our ansatz for K
ij
an observer near r =1 \sees" a hole at
r = 0 with momentumP and one easily nds that an observer near r = 0 sees
a hole at r =1 at momentum zero. Thus Equ. (79) says that the rest-masses
at both asymptotic ends are equal. This equality expresses the \absence of
gravitational radiation" on the spacetime slice . If there was more than
one hole, the analogue of Equ. (79) would contain for example potential
energy-contributions from the mutual gravitational interaction between those
holes, as in the famous calculation by Brill and Lindquist [13]. See [14] for
interaction energies of more general geometries. Had we used as our ansatz
for K
ij
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where






. I thank U.Kiermayr for performing this computation.














hold exactly? In this connection we should point out that the present data
is not the same as the one induced by the Schwarzschild spacetime of mass
M on a boosted maximal slice, since the metric on such slices can not be
conformally at (see [15]).
5 More general initial-data sets with punctures
Let again (; h
ij
) be a compact, conformally at manifold and 
i
a CKV on










() given by Equ. (43). Although we assumed in our heuristic dis-
cussion that there are no \harmonic" TT-tensors on , this is actually not
required for (81) to make sense. The simplest case is where  is a standard
three-sphere and  is a delta function concentrated at a nite number of
points 

2  ( = 1; : : : ; N ). We have to have
Z

dV = 0 (83)
so that N  2. The case N = 2 contains the situation discussed in the
previous section. The case of general N is for some choices of 
i
leads to the
IDS's studied by Brandt and Brugmann [16].






(a), i.e. the unit-
two sphere times the circle of length a. This is conformally at but not of























is nothing but the (time-symmetric) Misner




on  at the same location
in S
2





















) two asymptotically at sheets joined by two Einstein{Rosen
14 R. Beig
bridges [19]. These two time-symmetric IDS's can be turned into generalized






























We just deal with Equ. (86) here. In the rst case (1 puncture) we cannot have
R
 = 0, so that  has to be in the null space of X(; ), where  runs through
all CKV's on (; h
ij
). But, on this manifold, all conformal Killing vectors
are in fact Killing vectors. (This would be true for any compact Riemannian
manifold except standard S
3
, see [20] or also App. A of [21].) Hence the
CKV's just comprise rotations in the S
2
-direction and a covariant constant
vector in the S
1
-direction. The latter, from Equ. (45), is allowed, but not
the rotations. Thus, within the method of this paper, it is possible to boost
a Misner wormhole into the direction connecting the two wormhole throats,
but it is impossible to spin up a Misner wormhole. In the Einstein{Rosen
case both options are available (see Bowen, York [22], Kulkarni et al. [23]
and Bowen et al. [24]). It is not clear to me whether the solutions of (81)





(a), are longitudinal or not.
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